1. original - Gov. Steele's message to legislature of Jefferson Territory - 7 Nov. 1859
2. original - Proceedings of the constitutional convention for the state of Jefferson, Denver City - 6 June 1859
3. photocopy - Constitution of the state of Jefferson, articles 1 & 2 -preliminary draft - 1 Aug. 1859
4. original - journals of the council of the provincial government - 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17 Nov. 1859; 7 Dec. 1859
5. original - Handwritten and typescript notes concerning Jefferson Territory and Nebraska - research done in 1936
6. photocopy - letter from G. M. Willing to Lewis Cass 28 Dec. 1858
7. typescript - "Territory of Jefferson", ca. 12-28-1859
8. original - Jefferson Territory warrants: 284, 285, 521, 589, 620
   #284 - to Jacob Adriance 12-13-1859
   #285 - to Jacob Adriance 12-13-1859
   #521 - to Edwin James 11-6-1860
   #589 - to K. W. Steele x-x-1860
   #620 - to K. W. Steele 2-1-1861
   plus 2 letters and 1 clipping
10. letter from the delegates elect - 15 Feb. 1860 (presented by E.H. Ederley)
11. photocopy - hard-copy-from microfilm - Provisional laws and quarterly resolutions - Dec. 1859 - Jan. 1860
    plus two (2) reels of microfilm: the two reels are exact duplicates

roll 1 (& 2): filmed by the Colorado Historical Society, n.d.
Provisional laws and joint resolutions passed at the first and called sessions of the general assembly of Jefferson Territory held at Denver City, Jefferson Territory, November and December 1859 and January 1860.

this is a microfilm of the printed copy - Omaha: Robertson & Clark, 1860.
followed by newspaper clippings ca. 1901, 1905, 1910